Specification Sheet

Nuptial Floor Lamp
The Nuptial Pendant plays on scale and balance
with its limber form maintaining a graceful
presence in any space. The shade is made of
bonded cotton and can be customised with
specific fabrics upon request.
Designed by
Trent Jansen, Sarah Gibson & Nicholas
Karlovasitis

Material

Fittings

Bonded cotton lampshade, aluminium legs and base, powder coat

2 x Standard E27 lamp holder. Bulbs not included.

finish.
Warranty
Weight

5 year warranty based on observance of product maintenance

15kg

procedures. Excludes fair wear and tear, improper use or vandalism.

Standard Colours

White

Options
Custom colours and fabrics available upon specification.
Please contact info@designbythem.com for details.

Dimensions
835 W x 488 D x 1705 H mm
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Cleaning Instructions
Lightly dust lampshade using a static duster. A bristled vacuum cleaner attachment may also be used. For metal legs and base, clean
surfaces with a damp, lint free, non abrasive cloth and then wipe dry after cleaning. Ensure all cleaning solutions do not contain any
bleaching agents, abrasives or solvents. Make sure to test on underside of the product first to ensure cleaner is compatible with material.
Ensure that all the cleaning solution is wiped off the surface and is not allowed to sit for any extended period of time.

Maintenance Instructions
To change the light bulbs ensure the light is turned off and the bulbs have had adequate time to cool.

End of Life
This product should be returned to us at the end of its useful life or arranged to be collected by DesignByThem at a negotiated transport
fee for product repair, reuse or recycling as part of our product stewardship program. We will ensure that the product will be recycled in its
entirerity without any material contributing to landfill.
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